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Abstract 
As known, differential equations has great importance in education of physics, chemistry and, engineering along it’s great 
importance in education of mathematics. Also, when the insolvability of differential equations with exact methods in most 
situations is taken into account, it can be said that, the enlargement of the class of differential equations which can be solved by 
exact methods is one of the current problems of mathematics education and, applied mathematics. This article is devoted to, two 
types of first-order differential equations, which can be converted to homogeneous equations with replacement depending on the 
situation are examined. 
© 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
First, let us recall the concepts of homogeneous functions and homogeneous differential equations. 
Definition 1.In the definition region, for arbitrary ,0!t  a function ),( yxf  which satisfies the equality 
),(),( yxfttytxf D (1) 
is called a homogeneous function of degree .D Here, ,RD is an arbitrary real number, and is called the degree of 
homogeneity. 
Definition 2.When ),( yxM  and ),( yxN  are the same degree homogeneous functions, the differential equation 
in the form of 
0),(),(   dyyxNdxyxM                                 (2)  
is called homogeneous differential equation.   
        As known, homogeneous differential equations can be converted into separable variable equations by the 
substitution ,uxy  then solved in a certain method. Here, )(xuu   is the new unknown function. 
      In the present study, with the choice of D  and the substitution ,Dzy   convertibility of two class of first-
order differential equation such as  
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,0)( dxycxdybyax rrpqqp (3) 
0)( dxbycxdyyax rrpqqp (4) 
to homogeneous differential equation i.e. the solvability is discussed. Here, ,,0, cba rqp ,,  are arbitrary real 
numbers. 
2. Examination of problem 
Theorem 1.When 1qr  is satisfied for all real numbers ,,0, cba ,,0 rqp  the equation (1) is 
solvable and, it can be converted into a homogeneous equation by using the substitution .zy  Here, 
qp /1  and, )(xzz  is the new unknown function. 
   If we make the substitution zy  and dzzdy 1  in equation (3), after some calculations, 
0)(0)( 1 dxzcxdzzbzaxdxycxdybyax rrpqqprrpqqp  
0)( 11)1( dxzcxdzbzzxa rrpqqp (5)  
is obtained. As shown in the definition of homogeneous equations, when the conditions                                                   
rrpqqp 11)1(                                (6) 
satisfied, equation (5) is homogeneous. Since, ,/1 qp  and ,1qr  it is observed that conditions in the 
equation (6) are satisfied. This shows that equation (5) is a homogeneous equation and becomes separable with the 
substitution of  
.uxz                                                      (7)                                         
Then, it can be solved by known methods. Here,  )(xuu  is the new unknown function.  
Theorem 2.  When 1qr is satisfied for all real numbers  ,,0, cba ,0, rpq  the equation (2) is 
solvable and it can be converted into a homogeneous equation by using the substitution zy . Here, 
rp /1  and, )(xzz  is new unknown function. 
   If we make the substitution zy  and dzzdy 1  in the equation (4), after some calculations, we 
obtain the equations below: 
0)(0)( 1 dxbzcxdzzzaxdxbycxdyyax rrpqqprrpqqp  
.0)(1)1( dxbzcxdzzxa rrpqqp (8)  
 For the homogeneity of equation (8), both of the coefficients must be homogeneous functions of zero-degree 
(due to the presence of the constant b  in the second coefficient). It is obvious that  
,01)1(qqp 0rrp  
and, in this conditions equation (8) is homogeneous. It can be solved by transforming to the seperable variables 
equation with substitution (7).  
Example. Show that following equations can be converted to a homogeneous equation, then find solutions. 
a) ;02)1( 322 dxxydyyx b) ;0)12(3 2/32/12/12/1 dxyxdyyx  
c) .0)21(2)12( 22212 dxyxdyyx  
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a) 3,2,4 rqp  and, .1qr Since, ,121/1 qp  using 
substitution 1zy  this equation can be converted to a homogeneous equation. Using the result  1zy  and the 
expression  dzzdy 2  in the equation, after some calculations,  
02)1(02)1( 3222322 dxxzdzzzxdxxydyyx  
0)/(2]1)/[( 2 dxzxdzzx  
is obtained.  It is clear that, the final equation is a homogeneous equation. This equation can be solved by using the 
substitution uxz  as follow:  
01102)(11
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Here, taking into account xzu / and ,1yz  the general solution of the equation is obtained as follows:  
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b) It is clear that 2/3,2/1,1 rqp  and .1qr Since ,3/13/21/1 rp  by 
substitution 3/1zy  this equation can be converted to homogeneous equation. By the use of 3/1zy  and the 
expression  ,
3
1 3/2 dzzdy  after some basic manipulations  
0)12(0)12(3 2/12/12/12/12/32/12/12/1 dxzxdzzxdxyxdyyx  
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is obtained and, the last equation is homogeneous. This equation can be solved by substituting uxz  as follow:  
0)13(0)12( dxuuxdudxu
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Here, using xzu / and ,3yz  the general solution of the equation is obtained as follow:  
;)13( 3/22/32/13 Cyxx
 c) It is clear that 2,1,2 rqp  and .1qr Since, ,21/1 qp  by the use of 
,21zy  this equation can be converted to a homogeneous equation. Using the result 21zy  and the 
expression ,)21( 2 dzzdy   after some calculations,  
0)21(2)12( 22212 dxyxdyyx  
0)21(2)12)(21( 2222222112 dxzxdzzzx  
0212
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is obtained as a homogeneous equation. It is solved, by substitution uxz  as follow:  
02))(12(0212 2221
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Here, taking into account xzu / and ,)21/(1yz  the general solution of the equation is obtained as 
follow:  
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